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Sade [ 1 ] enumerated the reduced 7 × 7 Latin ,~quares, and by adap- 
ting his method to the Maniac It computer, Wells [2, 3] enumerated th,~ 
reduced 8 x 8 squares. We used an improved algorithm/or dete~r:~ing 
equivalence classes oil" Latin rectangles, which made enumeration of the 
reduced 9 x 9 squares feasible. The result is give,l: in Table 1 alotLg with 
the approximate PDP-IO calculation times for it ard the previou.~ two 
cases (the latter agreed with the literature, checking, iit and the algo- 
rithm). While Maniac II is approximately asfast as the PDP-10, tlhe d~f- 
terence betwe:.:~l Wells" 8 hours and our 4 minutes is not necess~Lrily as- 
cribable in :its entirety to algorithmic improvements, asthe relative ffi- 
ciencies of the computer languages used is not known. It seems reason- 
able to ascribe at least one order to magnitude (of the two involved) to 
the algoritl':m, howew:r, for the 8 x 8's. The improvement must be 
greater for the !9 X 9's. 
Sade's method is based on ~he fact flint equivalent Latin rectangles 
can be filIled out to complete n X n Latin squares in the same number of 
ways (have ~he same count) where equivalent rectangles are inter trans- 
formable by column and laLei pe~mutations such that con'esponding 
columns have the same set of (unordered) symbols. The number of 
squares is ~l'ien the sum of counts over all eqtrivalence classes. The count 
of a k × n l,~ctangle is comput,~d by forming all (k + l ) X n rectang,le~ 
from it, dividing them into equivalence ,:lasses, repeating the process for 
all (k + 2) x n rectangles for one representative of ,~ach class, and so on, 
* This work ~t~ performed under Gzant GN-534.1 of The Nati,~n'al Y~cience Foundantion, Of. 
rice of Sci,;n,:e i:lfotmation Service. 
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Table 1 
n num|~r of reduced Latin squares approx. ~:omputauon time 
? 16 942 080 30 sec. 
535 281 401:856 4 rain. 
9 377 597 570 96,11258 16 4.7 hours 
until a convenient stage (usually/~ = n ...... 3 (n r2--4) is reached for exhau.;- 
tire enumeration. Then knowing the counts ft~,r (k + I )-row classes, the 
counts for b-row classes are easil~ computed. The total number of re- 
duced sq~,ares i given with k = 1. 
A modes,, improvement in algoxtihm efficiency is achiev¢.d by in- 
creasing eq~tivalence lass sb, e. We note that if each row of a rectangle 
[~ re~,rded ;as a permutation of the top row, then the rectangle ob- 
tainea by replacir.g each permutation by its inverse has the same count. 
Following ~'~ells, we work with incidence matrices but now our rectan- 
~es are in the same class if their incidence ~.~, ices are ,quivalent under 
lrar~spositic,n aswell as row and column permutation,. 
A major imt, rovement in efficiency is achieve~ in the incidence ma- 
tri× equivalence algorithm by using a lexico~aphic procedure which 
eliminates indet:erminancy and back-tracking, normally a time-con- 
suming process. The rows and columns of the incidence matrix are 
sorted and partitioned according to Wel~s" ro~ and column weights, but 
now if the set of co'.umn we;ghts is lexlcographically le:;s than the set of 
row weights, the matrix is ~ransposed. At each step sab-nmtrices (larger 
than I y, 1) re:~u|ting from previous partioning are individually sorted 
and parti~:ioned in a similar ,=anner where the resultiing sorting and par- 
ti~ioning is applied to the et~tire matrix. It frequ :ntly happens that 
"dead l~k"  occurs in that there exist sub-matrices i~rger than 1 × I 
within which rows and columns cannot be differentiated. In this case, 
we a:oitrari!y break deadlock by partitioning oae of rite sub-nlatrices 
between ts  first and second columns and then proceed n'-rmally. At 
each s~ep, the sub-matrix to be operated o~ :is selected by a set of well- 
defined ~les. "Fhe matrix is in "t anventionai! form" when it is complete. 
Iv pa~itioned J * 
Note that each matrix is reduced to conventional form only once be- 
fore ~arching th,: table of previously encountered conventional forms 
{representing equivalence ciasse:O. T'his afford:~ anodter major improve- 
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merit in that it is not necessary to attempt o reduce one matrix *i:o an- 
other at ea~tch comparison. 
C)ccasionally the p~rtitioning process plits an eq~aivalence lass into 
parts w~l~ich are enurnerated separately (i.e., treated as if inequiv~tent). 
This infelicity is presumably elilainable with a better deadlock breaking 
procedure, It is unimportant he:"e but ma) ~ become ;,mportant for higher 
orders. 
The number of species of 9 × 9 squares is well in excess of 10 l°. 
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